CENTARA KOH CHANG TROPICANA RESORT

Beautiful Koh Chang, the largest island in a marine national park that includes dozens of other islands set in crystal seas, and with its own rainforest-clad mountainous interior, is a dream destination that offers white beaches and deserted coves, nature paths and waterfalls, elephant trekking, fishing villages, leisure boat cruises, island hopping, and all types of water sports. Framed by palm trees and set directly on quiet Klong Prao Beach, on the island’s west coast, Centara Koh Chang Tropicana Resort is the perfect place for families, groups, couples and singles to enjoy and explore this lovely tropical paradise.
Comfortable and spacious accommodation is available across a wide range of room categories, all having a large bathroom with bathtub, and with complimentary wireless internet access. There is a choice of rooms and cabanas, with easy access to either the two swimming pools or the beach. The rooms are housed in two low-rise wings, and designed to enhance the sensation of living in a tropical setting, with lots of airy space, cool wooden flooring, natural materials and fabrics, ceiling fans, and a large furnished balcony. The cabanas with a spacious terrace set either in the gardens or on the beachfront complemented with natural materials and thatched roofs to blend seamlessly with the rustic feel of the oceanside setting.
CHILLING

The resort is an ideal for all ages to splash and swim with a selection of water sports as it leads directly onto a fine stretch of sand with a calm and shallow sea. Kayaks and snorkelling equipment are available on the beach, while the tour desk will arrange scuba diving trips and boat trips to nearby islands. The resort’s main swimming pool is set directly on the beachfront while the second pool is surrounded in the verdant gardens complete with a waterslide and Jacuzzi and a children's pool is also available. SPA Cenvaree has a wide choice of treatments with wraps and rubs, massages and steam baths, and has seven suites designed for singles and couples. There is a fitness centre, yoga and aqua aerobics, while the children will have great fun at Camp Safari, the supervised Kids’ Club and E-Zone for the young ones.
Located at the beachfront, Sea Breeze serves Thai and international cuisines for breakfast, lunch and dinner with al fresco seating for taking a fresh air. The Lobby Bar has seating in the open-sided lobby and Splash Pool Bar is where you can enjoy refreshments without leaving the pool. For guests wishing to dine in the comfort of their room or cabana, in-room dining is available during the day and evening.
Here is a secluded setting for meetings, seminars and other events, with a large function room that can hold up to 250 people seated theatre style, or a cocktail reception, and which has full audiovisual equipment and a back-up team of professional organisers. There is a large pre-function area for events, while the poolside and gardens are ideal for outdoor receptions, barbecue and themed dinner parties can be arranged on the beachfront. Themed coffee breaks can be arranged on the beach or in the garden, and with options such as yoga break and foot and shoulder massage break. Our professional sports and events team can arrange a variety of teambuilding activities at the resort and excursions to the island's natural attractions.